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The Expendables infiltrate the island
and are ambushed by soldiers and
Garza, who takes refuge inside a
factory. Christmas and Brand fight to
save Lea, but Garza kills them both.
Christmas' team then comes under
fire from Garza's men, and are forced
to surrender after a shootout. Brand
and a few teammates work their way
up to Garza's hideout to take him out,
but he kills them, too, before
escaping. The Team meets up with
Barney and Sandra and they plan to
wait for the Navy and the ATF to come
to kill Garza, but first they need to
stay at the hotel and protect the
money. The Expendables are led by
their leader Barney Ross. Their cover
is blown when they attack the hotel
room and kill all the guards. They
head out to the beach and uncover a
huge set of cannon that they intend to
destroy, but a few of the team's
members will take a different
approach. Hale, Toll and Yinyang
make their way to the beach but
quickly run into some unwelcome
company: a group of corrupt Mexican
bandits headed by Omar Hassan. The
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bandits pull off a daring beach-landing
and head into the hotel to find the
Expendables, but they manage to
escape. While fleeing the hotel, the
trio comes across a church, where
Omar's men are killing a priest and his
congregation. As Omar's men make
their way to the beach, the
Expendables and Hale, Toll and
Yinyang hide in the church and
ambush them as they make the
beach. While trying to escape, the
bandits get caught in their own trap
and are quickly overwhelmed by the
Expendables. Back at the beach, the
Expendables make their escape with
the Mexican's money. But their
distraction has allowed Omar to
disappear. The Expendables head to
the nearest town, but they discover
Garza and his men have abducted
Sandra.
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this release contains a snapshot of the
openvibe tool to view these data. the

software has been proven through
numerous academic studies to provide

reliable measurements of basic
indices of stress and heart rate. the
stressalert tool is designed to enable
reliable and objective monitoring of
workers over a long period of time.

the stressalert tool monitors subjects'
heart rate variability, a marker of their
stress level. measurements are made
every 10-20 minutes over long periods
of time, providing a snapshot of how

workers respond to their
environments, and an indication of

how stress levels change throughout
the day. the software also uses the
heart rate readings to calculate the
subject's average daily pulse rate.

release date: august 13, 2010
starring: sylvester stallone directed

by: simon west plot: to satisfy a
multimillion-dollar debt to a chinese

sheik, stonebanks kidnaps his
daughter. barney ross, a professional
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ex-killer for hire, arrives to get the job
done. the tightknit team must

somehow rescue the girl before they
all get killed. the expendables 2010
was released on august 13, 2010 to

positive box office results in the united
states. the gross was $54.4 million,

and the total cost was $50 million. it is
the third highest-grossing of sylvester

stallone's expendables series. the
writers, simon west and patrick

massie, based the plot and characters
on the #2 film, the expendables. it

was filmed and set in los angeles and
in various locations in colorado. the
crew was composed of 77 people. it

was released in 46 international
markets. the english-dubbed version
grossed $85.4 million. the film was
rated pg-13 by the motion picture

association of america for "sequences
of violence and action". the film had
the highest-grossing first weekend of

any film not in a physical feature
release, debuting #1 in the domestic
box office. the american film institute
selected the film as one of the top ten

action films of the year. it was
released in the uk on november 22,
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